If you’re not satisfied with your purchase and installation of 4 new tires from Sullivan Tire and Auto Service on or before 30 days of the original purchase, we guarantee an exchange for equal or lesser value tires.

GUARANTEE COVERAGE

• Available on a purchase and install of a set of 4 tires.
• Replacement does not have to be the same brand.
• Mounting and balancing costs are covered on the exchanged tires.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

• Excludes special order tires, commercial application, tires not installed at a Sullivan Tire location, winter tires, and damaged tires due to but not limited to road hazard, racing related activities, vehicle related mechanical problems, and misuse application.
• Applies to light truck and passenger tires only.
• Cannot be combined with manufacturer guarantees or trials.
• One exchange limit per purchase. The exchange is not considered a purchase and the replacement tires are not covered by the 30-day guarantee.
• Customer is responsible for payment of the total difference for a more expensive replacement.
• Should the replacement tire value be cheaper than the original purchase, the customer will be reimbursed the difference and billed as a manufacturer warranty. No further rebates or discounts apply.
• Manufacturer guarantees or trials supersede the Sullivan Tire 30 Ride Guarantee.
• Rebates and promotions do not apply to the exchange.
• Tires cannot have used more than 1/32nd of original tread.

We’re always here to get you there.